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The Economic Value of The University of Iowa
Abstract
This analysis measures the regional economic value of The University of Iowa. There are two dimensions
evaluated: the overall worth of operating the university and the value of student spending in the area economy.
This analysis incorporates a number of best practices for measuring the worth of universities to regional
economies.
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  Employment  Labor Income Value Added  Output
Direct               19,070        1,078,205,236       1,197,499,464        1,889,286,920 
Indirect                 2,383           117,342,345          213,965,220           369,394,270 
Induced                 5,840           221,878,520          422,175,050           656,478,891 
Total               27,293        $1,417,426,102       $1,833,639,734        $2,915,160,081 





























































Employment  Labor Income Value Added  Output
Direct   1,565  43,348,121 112,475,493  165,979,599
Indirect   242  10,661,827 20,720,968  34,247,757
Induced   254  10,038,298 19,096,952  29,825,424
Total   2,061  $64,048,245  $152,293,413   $230,052,780 

























Employment  Labor Income Value Added  Output
Direct               20,635        1,121,553,357       1,309,974,957        2,055,266,518 
Indirect                 2,625           128,004,172          234,686,188           403,642,027 
Induced                 5,867           223,319,473          424,913,569           660,867,081 
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  genetic	   information,	   sex,	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  U.S.	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   Inquiries	  can	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   the	  Director	  of	  
Equal	  Opportunity	  and	  Compliance,	  3280	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  Hall,	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